
The latest tale is 
centred on a guinea pig 

rescue; seems like a great 
idea for a topic to us and 
we couldn’t wait to talk to 
our old friend again! So, we 
asked Helen to tell us all 
about it...

Helen it’s great to talk to 
you again! For those that 
may have missed Issues 6, 7, 
and 8, when did your 
passion for piggies begin?
Ha ha! I think I was born 
with a passion for piggies! My 
earliest experiences of them 
were the ones I used to look 
after from my Dad’s primary 
school back in the early eight-
ies. I just thought they were 
the cutest little animals ever. 
I took great care of them each 
holiday. I was finally allowed 
a guinea pig of my own aged 
11 (an unexpected litter at the 
school) and that as they say, 
was that. I’m still hooked now, 
30 years later! 

How many guinea pigs do 
you currently have?
We currently have four, 
though I keep arguing with my 
other half that four isn’t really 
enough! I think the most we’ve 
had at one time was seven, 
in our old house in Yorkshire 
- that was a very full utility 
room! The guineas currently 
live in our family room, pam-
pered beyond belief and very 
much part of our home life. My 
little girl refers to them as her 
baby brother and sisters! I’m 
always quite proud of the fact 
that my daughter learned to 
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squeak before she could talk... 

How did the Bertie stories come about?
It was really my daughter being born that 
prompted me into action. I’d been talking about 
writing stories for years and had even jotted 
down ideas and a few tentative pages but never 
really got going until Becky came along and I 
realised there was a distinct lack of guinea pig 
picture books out there for younger children! 
I had a vision in my mind of creating a board 
book for babies with textures, squeaks and flaps. 
The first story, Bertie and the Big Squeak, was 
written with that very much in mind. Maybe one 

day I can make it a reality! So I 
started telling guinea pig tales 
to Becky to entertain her, she 
asked for them again and again 
and I started thinking I should 
really put pen to paper. 

I just had one finished story 
when I approached The Story 
Mouse with a view to seeing if 
I could get some voiceover work 
with them (I’m a broadcaster by 
trade and work freelance as a 
voiceover when I’m not writ-
ing.) I sent them a section of me 
narrating Bertie and the Big 
Squeak as a 
sample of my work. They were 
so enthusiastic it prompted me 
to write more, and the app was 
launched with four stories in 
2011.  I try and recreate our 
little pets, past and present in 
the stories – with help from the 
amazingly talented Liz (Lewis) 
who does all the illustrations. 
And of course our present day 
guineas play another part too – 
providing the very vocal squeak-
ing for the stories!

How did you get involved 
with your local rescue?
I launched a website for Bertie 
in March 2012 and approached 
a number of rescues, (many of 
whom were featured or were 
advertising in GPM!) to see 
if they would like to be 
included on an ‘adopt a guinea 
pig’ page. I think there is a 
certain amount of responsibility 
when creating a new children’s 
character, especially when it’s a 
cute fluffy animal! So I’ve tried 
to make the website informative 
and fun so children can learn a 
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bit about real guinea pigs as well as 
the story characters. When I realised 
just how many rescues there were 
operating in the UK (and overseas) 
and how many unwanted guinea pigs 
there were out there, I really wanted 
the website to encourage people who 
might be considering getting a guinea 
pig to think about adopting. So that 
was my first contact with North East 
Guinea Pig Rescue (NEGPR), I later 
joined their Facebook support group 

and we adopted our little boy, 
Horatio in November last year.

Why did you decide to write about 
rescues in the Bertie stories?
Being on the NEGPR Facebook group 
has really opened my eyes to the 
extent of the re-homing crisis that I 
think nearly every rescue faces. The 
number of guineas being surrendered 
to rescue is astounding (NEGPR has 
taken in over 700 since it began 5 

years ago) and the reasons are 
sometimes heartbreaking. Many 
have a happy outcome though 
and I think it’s wonderful that 
rescues exist and so many people 
are looking at adopting these 
pets. More rescues seem to have 
been established in the last few 
years. Many of our early pigs 
came from breeders or from local 
pet shops because there were very 
few rescues back then! I knew 
of only one and that was during 
our last few years in Yorkshire 
(a guinea pig sanctuary near 
Wakefield.) We adopted a lovely 
little boy from them. Most of our 
current herd are unwanted pets 
from unexpected litters (word 
quickly gets round that you can’t 
say no!) but I’m keen to adopt 
more from the rescue. I’m glad to 
be able to help as much as I can. 
I’m sponsoring one of the NEGPR 
guineas with some of the proceeds 

from the new tale and I hope if 
Bertie takes off then eventually 
I can sponsor the whole shed! So 
please buy the story - it’s for such 
a good cause.

Was it hard to write about 
rescues in a child friendly 
way?
Yes, to be honest it was. I wanted 
to convey to children that animals 
are often surrendered for reasons 
we can’t always understand but 
at the same time make the story 
as fun and engaging as all the 
other Bertie tales. 
I didn’t want the story to be too 
sad or for children or parents to 
be put off by the fact that it might 
be. So we focused on the less 
traumatic reasons why guinea 
pigs are in rescue and tried to 
present them in a child-like way. 
So Bertie asks all the questions 
(and is sometimes shocked by 

the answers he gets.) It’s actually 
a very positive story in the sense 
that Bertie comes to the rescue of a 
little boy pig who is feeling sad and 
lonely. We based ‘Harry’ in the story 
on Horatio (who was surrendered to 
rescue because his brother had died, 
amongst other reasons.) It did take 
quite a long time to write this one but 
I think we’ve got it just right and I 
really hope it will help parents and 
children empathise with the pets in 
rescue and maybe think twice before 
giving up their own pet because they 
have ‘got bored’ or are ‘no longer 
interested.’

What do you think Bertie can 
teach children?
Bertie is very kind and a really good 
friend and I’d like to think he encour-
ages his young readers to be too. But 
above all, I really hope that he helps 
children understand guinea pigs a 
bit better and realise that they’re 
not toys to be played with and then 
discarded! They’re living, breathing 
creatures who need love, care and 
attention and they have feelings too.  
Also, I hope Bertie can help change 
the way adults perceive and respond 
to guinea pigs. For too long they have 
been labelled as ‘starter pets’, ‘dull’ or 
‘boring little animals!’ We of course 
know differently and although the 
guinea pigs in the stories do things 
that real guinea pigs can’t (such as 
talk and open the fridge door!) at 
their heart, they’re anecdotes about 
my own guinea pig family and the 
little personalities who have made 
such a huge impact on my life and 

continue to hold an enormous space in 
my heart.

What’s next for Bertie?
We’re already working on a new tale 
and we’re hoping the Bertie collection 
will keep growing. I’d love for Bertie 
to be in book form one day too but the 
beauty of the app is that the child can 
hear the story as well as read it and 
hear all the guinea pigs squeaking too! 
It’s a wonderful way for children to ac-
cess storybooks and I’m very proud to 
be part of The Story Mouse family.

Thanks Helen - please keep us up 
to date with Bertie!

The Stories of Bertie the Guinea Pig 
app is available to download from the 
App Store. There are 8 virtual books 
including the latest tale Bertie Comes 
to the Rescue. Each story comes 
complete with real guinea pig 
squeaking, munching and rustling! 
The first tale, Bertie and the Big 
Squeak is absolutely free!  
For more information visit 
http://bertieguineapig.com

You can also now connect with Bertie 
on Facebook or you can follow his 
author Helen on Twitter.
For more information about the work 
of NEGPR visit their website: http://
www.northeastguineapigrescue.co.uk/ 
(See page 8 for contact details)

Horatio was surrendered to rescue because his brother had died, amongst other reasons “I keep arguing with my other half that 
four isn’t really enough guinea pigs!”

Would you like us to send him a 
petition?
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